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Q.1.       10
 A) Which method of costing could be employed for the following 2 

industries:

1. Telephone

2. Cement

3. Bicycle

4. Oil refining mill

B) About 50 items are required every day for a machine. A fixed cost 4
of Rs. 50 per order is incurred for placing an order. The inventory 
carrying cost per item amount to Rs. 0.02 per day. Find out E.O.Q.

C) A worker taken 6 hours to complete a job. The standard time 4
allowed for the job is 9 hours. His wage rate is Rs. 1.50 per hour. 
Material cost of the job is Rs. 16 and the overheads are recovered 
at 150% of the total direct wages. Calculate the factory cost of job 
under Rowan Premium Plan.
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Q.2.  M/s Kriday Industries Ltd. has furnished the following information 14
in relation to production 1000 compact discs manufactured by it 
during the year 2017.

Rs.
Cost of material 100000
Direct wages paid 70000
Cost of Power and Consumable stores (20% fixed) 15000
Factory indirect wages paid (40% fixed) 20000
Cost of lighting in the factory (fixed) 10000
Office expenses incurred (fixed) 30000
Selling expenses paid (70% variable) 50000
Depreciation of plant (under straight line method) 10000

 The entire output were sold at Rs. 350 per unit.

 For the year, 2018, it is estimated that the production will be 
increased by 50% by utilizing the spare capacity and the rates 
for materials and direct wages will increase by 10% and 20% 
respectively.

 The expenses of the company are either fixed or variable and 
the company assumes that the nature of the expense will not 
change in the coming days.

 You are required to prepare :

 i. A cost sheet for the year 2017 showing the cost per unit 
ii. A statement showing estimated cost and profit for the year 
 2018, assuming that all the goods produced would be sold 
 at a price of Rs. 340 per unit.

Q.3.  Calculate Machine Hour Rate from the following information 14
of Vyoma Ltd.

1) Original cost of machine Rs. 55,000

2) Present replacement cost of machine Rs. 50,000

3) Book value of machine Rs. 30,000

4) Installation charges Rs. 10,000

5) Estimated scrap value at the end of working life of 10 years 
Rs. 5,000

6) Rent and rates of the shop quarterly Rs. 900

7) General lighting of the shop monthly Rs. 250

8) Insurance premium for the machine yearly. Rs. 750
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9) Estimated repairs and maintenance charges : 50% of the depreciation

10) Power consumption 10 units per hour.

11) Power expenses yearly Rs. 3,800 at Rs. 19 per 100 units.

12) Supervisor’s salary monthly Rs. 1,000

13) Steam and water consumption half yearly Rs. 1,100

Additional information:

1) The machine occupies 1/4 space of the shop.

2) Out of 12 points, 3 points are for that machine.

3) The supervisor also looks after four other machines.

4) Hire purchase installment for the machine (including 5% as 
an interest) Rs. 4,200 per annum.

Q.4.  Write short note: (Any two) 12

1. Advantages of costing

2. Idle time and overtime

3. Objectives of Material Control
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